Abstract In three related experiments, 250 participants rated properties of their autobiographical memory of a very negative event before and after writing about either their deepest thoughts and emotions of the event or a control topic. Levels of emotional intensity of the event, distress associated with the event, intrusive symptoms, and other phenomenological memory properties decreased over the course of the experiment, but did not differ by writing condition. We argue that the act of answering our extensive questions about a very negative event led to the decrease, thereby masking the effects of expressive writing. To show that the changes could not be explained by the mere passage of time, we replicated our findings in a fourth experiment in which all 208 participants nominated a very negative event, but only half the participants rated properties of their memory in the first session. Implications for reducing the effects of negative autobiographical memories are discussed.
Introduction
Many treatments for PTSD, such as exposure therapy and cognitive behavior therapy, as well as treatments to reduce the effects of more general stressful events, such as expressive writing, rely on people thinking about their traumatic or stressful events. We undertook to examine the properties of autobiographical memories for stressful events that might be changed by such procedures. For practical and ethical reasons, we started with non-clinical undergraduate samples and with non-clinical manipulations. We had two manipulations. One was the minimal manipulation we could include while still measuring changes in the properties of memories of stressful events: the act of rating the stressful memories twice. The second manipulation added expressive writing between the two times the participants rated their stressful events. The procedure we used to provide a comprehensive description of the properties of very negative memories asked people to think about these memories in novel ways, and so some of the ratings require reflections that are not common when people casually think about their memories.
In order to provide a comprehensive set of measures of the properties of autobiographical memory, we used the Autobiographical Memory Questionnaire (AMQ). It includes ratings of the sensory components of the memory including visual imagery, spatial imagery or setting, and auditory imagery. There are ratings of the emotional properties, including general cognitive assessments of whether the emotion was the same and of equal intensity as it was originally and reports of visceral reactions while remembering the event. There are ratings of how often the memory has been thought about and whether it has come unbidden, and ratings of whether the memory is a coherent narrative. Finally, there are ratings designed to assess metacognitive judgments of recollection and belief in the accuracy of the memory. Thus, the AMQ samples a wide range of properties of autobiographical memories, with emphasis on the narrative and emotional properties that are stressed in the literature on expressive writing.
The AMQ has two main advantages as an inventory of autobiographical memory. First, variants of the AMQ have been widely used with college undergraduates like those used here (e.g. , in other cultures (Rubin et al. 2007) , in other studies of emotional and stressful memories (e.g. Talarico and Rubin 2003) , in studies of PTSD , and in studies varying PTSD symptom severity (e.g. Rubin et al. 2008a ). Thus, we know a great deal about its properties and the relations among its measures. Second, the choice of properties is theoretically motivated, providing reasons why individual properties are included (Rubin 2006) and providing information about the neural basis of the systems underlying the properties and ratings (Daselaar et al. 2008; Greenberg and Rubin 2003) .
In addition to the AMQ, we included measures related to the troubling nature of a negative event to further probe the stressful nature of the memories involved. The Impact of Event Scale (IES; Horowitz et al. 1979 ) measures the stress response using PTSD-like symptoms of an event including avoiding situations that make one think about the event and intrusive memories of the event.
Our second manipulation added expressive writing (Pennebaker 1997) . Expressive writing involves having participants write about their deepest thoughts and feelings about a negative event, usually three times over the course of a week. The mechanism behind expressive writing's utility remains somewhat of a mystery (Sloan and Marx 2004) . Early theories about how writing about stress leads to better health focused on the emotional release and cathartic effect of expressive writing (Pennebaker 1997) . Other theories include the development of a coherent narrative story (Smyth et al. 2001) , cognitive adaptation, self-regulation, social integration, and exposure therapy (Frattaroli 2006) .
Of these theories, a recent meta-analysis concluded that exposure therapy has received the most empirical support to explain the effects of expressive writing (Frattaroli 2006; Sloan et al. 2005) . One mechanism behind the efficacy of exposure therapy appears to be extinction. The repeated reliving of a stressful memory in a safe environment eventually leads to extinction, or in terms of the cognitive measures used here, to a reduction in the negative valence, intensity, and availability of the stressful autobiographical memory. Reliving the event in a safe environment is believed to give people a sense of competence, mastery, and safety and allows them to no longer avoid the stressful experience (Nemeroff et al. 2006) . Thus part of the efficacy of expressive writing may be that that it affords the writer an opportunity to recall, think about, and relive the stressful event in a safe environment. Such active reliving and examination of the event in a safe environment is also the basis of any exposure-based therapy (Foa and Rothbaum 1998) and even a very mild form may have effects. In fact, one study found that as little as 4 min of expressive writing lead to health benefits (Burton and King 2008) . Other mechanisms could also be functioning here, especially because of the added rating tasks (e.g. Ehlers and Clark 2000) .
We designed a series of four experiments to study our two manipulations. In our first three experiments, participants nominated a very negative event from their lives, rated the nominated memory using the AMQ, answered questions about intrusive memories from the event using the IES, and then completed either an expressive writing task about the nominated memory or a control writing task. Approximately 6 weeks after writing, participants completed the AMQ and IES again so that we could compare differences from our expressive writing manipulation.
Participants completed the AMQ and IES in reference to a stressful event at each of two sessions 6 weeks apart. Between these sessions, half did expressive writing and half had a control task. Participants in both groups had consistent and substantial reductions in the negative emotional intensity and reported intrusive memories, which secondary analyses revealed could not be explained by the mere passage of time. However, the reduction in these measures was equivalent across the two groups. We therefore designed a fourth experiment to test directly that the AMQ and IES were responsible for the reductions. We discuss the first three experiments together, before considering the fourth.
Experiment 1

Participants
Credit towards an undergraduate course requirement was given to 92 North Carolina State University undergraduates (57 female); 57 participants were in the expressive writing condition.
Materials
The IES (Horowitz et al. 1979 ) is a 15-item questionnaire that measures the frequency of intrusive and avoidant thoughts associated with each nominated memory. The IES consists of two subscales, intrusiveness, and avoidance. We added a question at the end of the IES to measure the level of current distress associated with the event by asking ''I am still distressed by it''. Participants responded from 0 ''not at all'' to 5 ''often''.
We used items from the AMQ to measure properties of each nominated memory. A list of the items and which experiments each item was included in is shown in Table 1 . All items used a 7-point scale, except once and merged, which used 3-point scales.
Procedure
We followed standard procedures used in the study of expressive writing (Pennebaker et al. 1990) . We have used similar procedures earlier to show the effectiveness of expressive writing on working memory capacity (Klein and Boals 2001) . Participants were tested in groups of between one and eight. Participants were randomly assigned to either an expressive writing or a control writing manipulation condition. During the first session, all participants nominated ''a very negative event'' from their life. Participants in the expressive writing condition next wrote a 5-min description of the nominated event. All participants then completed the IES and AMQ.
Participants returned to the lab three times during the subsequent week to complete their writing sessions. Each of the three sessions lasted 20 min in length. Participants in the expressive writing group were given the following writing instructions: ''During today's session, I want you to let go and write about your very deepest thoughts and feelings about the negative event you described during the first session. In your writing, you might want to explore your emotions and thoughts about the negative event…. You do not have to turn in what you've written…. The important thing is that you really let go and dig down to your very deepest emotions and thoughts about the negative event and explore them in your writing.'' Participants in the minimal manipulation condition were given the following writing instructions: ''The purpose of today's writing assignment is to get you to think about how you spent your time yesterday. I would like you to write, in detail, everything you did yesterday. Avoid including any emotional content or feelings you may have had about your day. Your description should be as objective as possible.'' Although participants in the control condition did not write about the negative event, they did return to the same context and same experimenter for whom they recorded the negative event. This may have also caused thoughts about the negative event.
Six weeks subsequent to their final experimental writing session, participants returned to the lab and completed the AMQ, the IES, and a 5-min description if one was given earlier.
Results
Experiment 1 yielded four basic findings, which are replicated in the following two experiments. The first is a consistent change from pre-to post-writing in measures of emotion, intrusiveness of the memories, recollection, and distress associated with the memories. The second is a consistent lack of change in measures of language, narrative, and specificity. The third is a lack of modulation of this effect by the expressive writing condition. The fourth is that the passage of time does not affect most of the memory properties that change over session and when there is a change with time, it is too small to account for the effect of session. Thus, the observed effects of session cannot be caused by the simple passage of time, but rather are a result of participation in our experiments, which involves the task of thinking about a very negative memory in many different ways in order to complete the AMQ and IES.
For ANOVA analyses, we do tests on the 29 measures listed in Table 1 . We have 30 measures in Experiments 2, and 4 and 23 in Experiment 3. We therefore correct for multiple comparisons throughout the paper by adopting a P level of 0.002 (0.05/30 = 0.0017, 0.05/23 = 0.0022). We report any results that are significant at the 0.01 level to ensure that we are not setting our P level so high that we are hiding systematic results that are consistent with the alternatives we wish to reject. From a statistical perspective, we do not wish to claim that results that are significant at the lower levels are necessary reliable, but we also do not want to suppress theoretically relevant results that may prove to be replicable. From a theoretical perspective, when we argue that effects that others may expect to occur actually do not occur, we want to give those effects every chance to emerge. We do not want to hide them if they are small but reliable by requiring a higher P level because we included many other tests. Although not reported in the paper, we dropped the P level to 0.05 when investigating the effects of expressive writing, but no clear pattern of results emerged. Tables of results include the usual P-levels of 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, as well as the 0.002 level, as descriptive statistics to show the pattern of results, in part because such reporting takes no additional room and is informative and familiar to most readers.
For each of the measures we did an ANOVA with gender, and condition as between subject variables and session as a within subject variable. All interactions were examined. Because the most frequently observed effect, and the effect that turns out to be the theoretically most important, was that of session, we present it in Table 2 . There are effects over the two sessions on variables measuring emotions, availability, and IES intrusions and no significant effects on variables measuring language, narrative, and specificity. It should be noted that the marginal effect of story that occurs here and in later experiments is caused by a decrease in narrative coherence over time, not the increase that would be expected with writing about the event. Measures of recollection and belief and sensory tend to decrease over sessions, with see and setting being significant.
There are 60 main effects not shown in Table 2 (30 measures by the 2 main effects of gender, and expressive writing), 120 two-way interactions (30 measures by 4 two-way interactions), and 30 three-way interactions (one for each measure). However, there are no significant effects at the 0.002 level, except for those shown on Table 2 . Thus the results are extremely simple in that the only clearly statistically significant and theoretically interesting effects are those of session. Moreover, if we lower the critical P level to 0.01 we get only one effect not on Table 2 , a gender by expressive writing on the persuade measure, so this conclusion is not just an arbitrary cut on a power test.
Experiment 2: Participants Varying in PTSD Symptom Severity
We wanted to check our results on participants who varied in the degree to which their most stressful event currently bothered them. To measure the seriousness of the aftereffects of their stressful event, we used a standard paper and pencil test of PTSD symptom severity on the assumption that a similar, but milder, stress response would occur to stressful events whether or not they were traumatic by current diagnostic standards (Boals and Schuettler 2008b; Horowitz 1976; Rubin et al. 2008) .
Participants
Credit towards an undergraduate course requirement was given to 120 Duke University undergraduates (76 female); 71 were in the expressive writing condition. We selected students from a group testing session who scored high (n = 63, m = 51, range = 40-73, 49 with scores of above 43) or low (n = 57, m = 18.8, range = 17-22, where 17 is the minimum score of 1 on all 17 items) on the PTSD Checklist (PCL; Weathers et al. 1994) . The PCL asks participants to nominate a ''negative event or experience from your life that is most troubling and stressful to you now'' and then answer 17 items designed to measure PTSD symptoms associated with the event such as repetitive disturbing thoughts of the event. The most sensitive cutoff level on the PCL for PTSD is 44 (Blanchard et al. 1996) , so the scores of our high group indicate that their symptoms were high enough for many potentially to qualify for a diagnosis of PTSD if a full diagnosis were done. However, it should be stressed that no clinical diagnosis was made and the range of stressful events and peritraumatic emotions were not limited to those that fulfill the requirements of PTSD. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1.
Results
We measured the same properties of memories using the AMQ and IES measures that were used in Experiment 1, and we added a current stress question to the IES. For each measure we did an ANOVA with high versus low PCL score, gender, and experimental writing versus minimal manipulation conditions as between subject variables and session as a within subject variable. All interactions were examined. As expected, the largest and most consistent effects are of PCL group and these results are shown in Table 3 . Consistent with Rubin et al. (2008b) and Berntsen et al. (2003) there are large effects for measures of emotions, small effects of measures of language, narrative, and specificity and moderate effects of sensory variables. The real/imagine measure is lower for the high PCL group, there is no effect on setting, and the talked about measure has a much smaller effect than the thought about variable. Both thought about and talked about can be seen as measures of rehearsal, one public and one private, and the difference in the magnitude of the effects is a confirmation of Pennebaker's assumption that extremely negative events are not often talked about even though they come to mind (Pennebaker 1997). There is no evidence here that the nominated very negative memories associated with PTSD symptoms are less coherent than the nominated very negative memories not associated with PTSD symptoms, though they are more emotionally intense and negative. We also expected and found effects on the current stress and IES variable because these measures are directly related to the symptoms of PTSD on which the participants were selected. The effect of session was similar to that of Experiment 1, though with somewhat fewer significant effects at the 0.002 level. All the significant effects were in variables measuring emotion and in setting. The pattern of results is also similar to that of the PCL group in that the same measures that drop across sessions tend to be the ones that are higher in participants with PTSD symptoms. This suggests that the difference between participants with and without PTSD symptoms are in the same variables and in the same direction as the differences between session 1 and session 2, and thus the changes we note across sessions may be of theoretical and practical importance. If we could lower the variables we did here on a long-term basis, we would make the properties of stressful memories of people with PTSD symptoms more like those of people without the symptoms.
There are 93 main effects, 124 two-way interactions, 31 three-way interactions, and 1 four-way interaction not shown in Table 3 . However, there are no significant effects at the 0.002 level, except for those shown on Table 2 . To ensure that this in not caused by setting the P level too high, we note that at the 0.01 level, there are only three other effects: a PCL group by expressive writing interaction for the IES overall measure and for IES intrusions, and a gender by expressive writing interaction for setting.
Experiment 3: Multiple Testing Over 4 Months
Involuntary memories are a symptom of the effects of a stressful event, as indicated by the inclusion of intrusive involuntary memories in the IES and the symptoms of PTSD. Experiment 3 was designed to study involuntary memories in more detail. Because involuntary memories of the particular very negative event a participant nominates to write about may be infrequent, we had participants keep diaries of involuntary memories for three separate one-week periods. Participants kept diaries 1 week immediately before writing, 1 week immediately after writing, and 1 week approximately 4 months after writing. Nonetheless, there were too few involuntary memories related to the nominated stressful events to produce any consistent results in our non-clinical population, and so we report on only the laboratory sessions.
Participants
We used a campus flyer to recruit 38 members of the Duke community (24 female) were paid $200 for their participation; 17 were in the expressive writing condition.
Procedure
The procedure for the laboratory sessions followed Experiment 1 except that testing continued for more sessions and the AMQ questions were modified to probe differences between involuntary and voluntary memories. Participants completed the AMQ and IES for both events each of the five times they came to the laboratory. The times were: (1) 1 week prior to writing, at which time the diary was given out for the first week long period, (2) immediately prior to the three writing sessions, when the first week's diary was returned, (3) immediately after the three writing sessions, at which time the diary was given out for the second week long period, (4) 1 week postwriting, when the second diary was returned, and (5) 16 weeks post-writing, at which time the diary was returned after the third week long period.
Results of 5 Sessions Spaced Over 4 Months
Participants filled in the AMQ and the IES for their two very negative memories five different times: (1) 1 week prior to writing, (2) immediately prior to writing, (3) immediately after writing, (4) 1 week post-writing, and (5) 16 weeks post-writing. One of the very negative memories was randomly selected to be a critical memory and participants in the writing condition wrote about that memory. We analyzed this data using an ANOVA with gender and experimental writing condition as between factors and the five sessions and critical versus non-critical memory as within factors. There were consistent effects of session, which are shown in Table 4 for all five sessions. As in earlier experiments, the largest decreases tend to be in emotions, current stress, and the IES and the smallest in language, narrative, and specificity. The ANOVA's for the effect of session test only whether there are differences among the means, not whether there is a consistent trend. However, our argument for a drop with rating is supported by consistent drop in ratings. Of the 17 measures that have a significant effect at the P \ 0.05 level, 9 have a strict monotonic decrease and 6 have one exception to a monotonic decrease. Moreover, the drops are substantial. There are 24 measures each with a 5 (session) by 2 (expressive writing) by 2 (critical memory) by 2 (gender) ANOVA, yielding by 96 main effects and numerous 2, 3 and 4-way interaction. However, there are no significant effects at the 0.002 level, except for those shown on Table 2 . To ensure that the lack of effects is not caused by setting the P level too high, we looked for effects at the 0.01 level. There are only five other effects, all interactions involving whether the memory was the critical memory randomly selected to be written about in the expressive writing condition or randomly selected to be designated as the comparison memory in the control condition.
Effects of Time Since the Very Negative Event
The claim that reinstating the memory and answering our questionnaires produced changes in the nominated memories, we need to demonstrate that the magnitude of the changes we observed in Tables 2, 3 and 4 are greater than the magnitude expected by the passage of time. To estimate the magnitude of change caused by the mere passage of time for the very negative memories nominated in our experiments, we correlated the change in each measure with the age of the memory. Estimates of the age of autobiographical memories across the lifespan tend to be quite accurate when checked against diaries, providing a good basis for the analysis (Rubin 1982) . If the mere passage of time had an effect on the memories nominated in our experiments, we would expect memories of recent events to change more. For example, a very negative event from the day before the experiment began should decrease more in the kind of measures we used over the 6 weeks of our experiment than a very negative event from a year before the experiment began. To provide this competing explanation the maximum power, we pooled the data from Experiments 1, 2, and 3 using the critical memories and 6-week period of Experiment 3. We therefore correlated the number of months reported between the nominated events and the start of the experiment with the change scores of all variables. The expected result of a drop from session 1 to session 2 in memories for older events being less than memories for more recent events would yield positive correlations. There were six small, but significant at the 0.05 level, correlations in the right direction for a decrease caused by the passage of time: see, r (247) = 0.14; setting, r (245) = 0.14; thought, r (209) = 0.14; out of the blue, r (209) = 0.22; stress, r (151) = 0.18; and the intrusiveness scale of the IES, r (240) = 0.19. Of the 30 variables, 24, including all the emotion variables, did not show a correlation between the change across session and the time between the event and the start of the experiment, even at the 0.05 level. For these 24 measures, the mere passage of time cannot explain the change over sessions. In addition, for the mere passage of time to be an explanation, the decrease observed over 6 weeks should not be different from the 6-week intervals that occurred before it. Many of the decreases in our experiments are approximately 0.5 units on a 7-point scale, which is too large a decrease for this to be the case.
Discussion of Experiments 1 Through 3
We conducted three experiments to investigate how rating and writing about the memories of stressful events changed the memories of those events. We failed to find substantial differences between groups that did expressive writing and our minimal manipulation group, but we did find effects of simply participating in our studies. Our basic conclusion is that, rating the memories on a broad and theoretically motivated collection of properties and filling out an IES scale for them has similar effects on the memories as doing these two tasks and expressive writing.
We found minimal effects of expressive writing on phenomenal properties of the nominated memories beyond our minimal manipulation of rating the memories. There are two possible reasons for the lack of an effect for expressive writing. First, whatever the effects of expressive writing are, they do not occur because they change very negative memories into ones that are perceived in a different way as measured by the AMQ and IES. That is, the effects of expressive writing may not be mediated by changes in the phenomenological properties or intrusiveness of the memories. Second, it could be that expressive writing functions by changing the memory but that the task of reinstating a memory and thinking about it in the ways required to answer our extensive set of ratings, or perhaps just some subset of them, has a similar effect to expressive writing. Thus once participants answer our questionnaires about the memory, expressive writing would add little more change. In essence, the second possibility is that the act of measuring properties of memories changes them and so we cannot both measure them and measure change in them that is different from the change caused by expressive writing.
Why would answering a questionnaire about very negative events affect memories for them? The questions we asked required participants to reinstate the memory and to consider sensory, narrative, and emotional properties of the memory. The questionnaire was developed as part of the basic systems theory of autobiographical memory (Rubin 2006) . In this theory, memories are not considered as abstract or homogenized information, but as assembled from information that is kept in separate systems of the mind and brain which include, vision, audition, other senses, spatial imagery, language, emotion, and narrative (Greenberg and Rubin 2003; . As all of these systems are accessed and considered in the questionnaire, all aspects of the memory are activated. This activation of different aspects of the stressful memory is very similar to what occurs during exposure therapy, albeit in a shorter and less intensive manner. Indeed, exposure theory has received the most empirical support to explain the benefits of expressive writing (Bootzin 1997; Frattaroli 2006; Sloan et al. 2005) . Moreover, we included questions to probe the emotional aspects of those memories especially well. Participants also filled in the IES, which required them to note recent avoidance and intrusive memory symptoms. This experience, which emphasized emotional aspects of the memories, might have left little for expressive writing to add. Most people are able to recover from a stressful or traumatic experience without any formal or professional assistance (Bonanno 2004 ) and most people underestimate their own ability to cope with negative events (Gilbert et al. 1998) . A strong possibility is that although the actual completion of the AMQ is beneficial and is responsible for most of the observed effects, participants leave the lab thinking about their nominated event and the healing process continues. In other words, our results are not simply a product of completing the AMQ, but rather completion of this questionnaire also encourages the processes involved for individuals to recover on their own.
If our reasoning is correct, it should be possible to test it experimentally by removing the ratings of the negative memory in the initial session for half of the participants, thereby providing a control group that was lacking in Experiments 1 through 3. To do this, we had participants complete the AMQ and IES for a very negative personal event, but added a control group that did not fill in the AMQ or IES during the first session. As there were no expressive writing sessions, we omitted the three 20 min writing sessions. We were aware that even in our earlier control groups these three sessions could have served to remind the participants about the negative event that they rated, and so our effects might be smaller without these three sessions. We added the nomination and rating of a second very negative event in the second session, after measurements on the first very negative event were made, to ensure that any differences in ratings between groups would be limited to the negative events we manipulated experimentally. Finally, we used both a 2-and a 6-week delay to examine the effects of delay and ensure a particular delay was not crucial to our findings.
Participants
Eighty-one (28 males) volunteers were recruited from Duke and North Carolina State Universities using campus flyers and were paid $10 for participation. An additional 126 volunteers (34 males) who were recruited from the University of North Texas received partial course credit for participation.
Procedure
The study consisted of two sessions, separated by 2 weeks at Duke and North Carolina State Universities and 6 weeks at the University of North Texas. Participants were randomly assigned to either the experimental or the control condition. During the first session all participants were asked to nominate a very negative personal event from their lives and write a brief one to two sentence description of the event. Participants in the experimental group then completed the AMQ and IES in reference to their nominated negative event. Participants in the control group did not complete any further questionnaires about their nominated negative event. Rather, they were asked to nominate and write a brief one to two sentence description of five more events (an event from high school, first week of college, a vacation, elementary school, and a time they went shopping). The controls nominated and gave brief descriptions of these events to ensure that they spent a similar amount of time in the lab as the experimental group and to take their minds off their nominated negative event. Two or six weeks later, all participants returned to the lab and completed the AMQ and IES for the negative event they had nominated during the first session. Afterwards, all participants nominated a second very negative personal event and completed the AMQ and IES in reference to this negative event. After completing these questionnaires, all participants completed a questionnaire about demographics and were debriefed.
Results
The logic of the experiment suggests a slightly different analysis for Experiment 4. First, we had to replicate our earlier finding. That is, the decreases in ratings in the experimental group in the AMQ and IES items from session 1 to session 2 would have to follow the same pattern as those in the combined data from Experiments 1 to 3. The magnitude of the drop might be smaller because the participants did not visit the laboratory three times between Sessions 1 and 2, but the pattern of decrease would have to be the same. Thus, for instance, we need to show decreases in our emotion measures but not our narrative coherence measures. Second, and of more theoretical interest, we predicted that the means will not differ between the experimental condition's first recording of the AMQ and IES, and the control condition's first recording, even though the control condition's first recording occurs 2 or 6 weeks after the experimental condition's first recording. That is, there should be no effects of just nominating an event coupled with the mere passage of time. This condition is needed to show that in Experiments 1-3, the drop we observed was not simply due to the passage of time, but was caused by filling out the AMQ and IES. Third, as an added check we expected that an additional negative memory nominated and rated during Session 2 would not differ between the groups. Because we make specific predictions, and most crucially because we wanted to see effects in one comparison but not in another, we did not adopt a conservative P level as in the earlier experiments, but use the more conventional P \ 0.05. Based on our earlier work we have specific predictions for each of our measures-each should do what it did earlier for the experimental condition and show no differences in the control condition. In particular, in the experimental group we should observe the biggest and most consistent changes in the emotions, the thoughts, and the current stress and the IES categories, no changes in the language, narrative, and specificity category, and possible changes in the recollection and belief and the sensory categories, except for remember/know and field/observers. The control group should show no changes, which we test by comparing the control group's first ratings, which occurred in session 2 to the experimental group's first ratings which occurred in session 1.
With few exceptions, the results shown in Table 5 agree with the predictions. In particular, the within subject analysis based only on the experimental group produces results very similar to those of Experiments 1, 2 and 3, with fewer significant results, probably for the reasons suggested earlier. The only interaction with the two delays was that the increase in positive was greater for the 6-week than the 2-week delay (F(1,97) = 7.18, P \ 0.01). The only main effects of the two delays were that thought and talked were greater at the 6-week delay and the memories were less specific (F(1,96) = 4.45, F(1,97) = 5.30, and F(1,96) = 5.66, respectively, all Ps \ 0.05).
The only significant result of comparing the first ratings of the experimental and control groups is on in words, which was not significant in the earlier experiments. With the exception of the IES measures, most of the F's that compare the two-first ratings were less than 1. The larger, though still not significant, F's for the IES first rating Finally, we asked all participants in Session 2 to nominate and rate a second very negative personal event. There were no significant differences between participants in the experimental and control groups in any of our AMQ or IES measures. In sum, the results of Experiment 5 demonstrate that participants who complete the AMQ evidence significant drops in ratings of emotional distress and intrusive and avoidant thoughts, whereas a control group who waits 2 or 6 weeks after nominating their negative event evidence little to no change in these measures.
General Discussion
A review of the basic results is given to help focus the discussion. Our main finding is that a selective set of measures of the autobiographical memory of a very negative event and the IES and its subscales showed large changes across the sessions of our experiments. Measures of the emotional properties of the event, measures of the frequency of thoughts about the event and involuntary memories concerning the event, the IES and its subscales showed this change. None of our measures of language and narrative properties or the specificity of the event showed a change across sessions. This extremely clear pattern of results indicates that the change over session was reasonable and not caused by some overall response bias. Nonetheless, we could find only minimal effects of the additional expressive writing task, effects that use the same error term as the effects of session.
We then conducted a series of analyses to verify that the effect of session was more than time curing some wounds and that our data was otherwise sound. We conducted analyses to demonstrate that the changes over sessions were not caused by just the 6-week delay between the two sessions. The decrease over time does not occur for most measures that show an effect of session, and the change between sessions is too large to have occurred in other 6-week periods outside the time of the experiment.
In Experiment 4, we used an experimental design instead of reanalysis of our data to demonstrate that our results were not just due to the passage of time. Participants who just waited 2 or 6 weeks after nominating a very stressful negative event did not show the decrease that participants who completed the AMQ and IES after nominating the event did. In addition, these two groups did not differ in AMQ or IES ratings of a second nominated negative event, for which neither group had previously completed any questionnaires. Thus, the changes we observed were restricted to the memories for which participants completed the questionnaires for, which would be predicted by exposure theory.
The variations in the individual experiments contributed to the generalizability of our results in several ways. Experiment 2 demonstrated that the effects held for participants for whom the very negative events produced high or low levels of PTSD symptoms. The differences in our measures, shown in Table 3 , between participants who had high or low levels of symptoms were, as would be expected from the PTSD literature. These same variables changed across the two sessions, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 . Thus, the changes caused by our experimental manipulations were for the most part the same measures that distinguish participants with high and low levels of PTSD symptoms. The reduction over sessions of these same autobiographical memory properties is consistent with our suggestion that filling out our extensive set of questions may have similar effects on autobiographical memories as expressive writing and suggests that in some extended form it might become a part of a more standard exposure therapy.
Although the effects of expressive writing in the current studies were minimal, we do not claim that the expressive writing procedure is ineffective. Rather, we believe that most of the effects of expressive writing are due to exposure and extinction. In the current studies, completing the AMQ provided similar exposure and extinction, thereby leaving little for expressive writing to add.
The idea that making explicit one's memories of very negative events could change them and even be therapeutic is not new. It is the basis of talking cure therapies, of exposure therapies, and of the advise of friends from the time of antiquity. Here we have demonstrated that again. However, we do not yet know exactly which parts of our AMQ plus IES procedure changed which aspect of the memories. We also do not know if these changes would produce any therapeutic effects beyond lowering the IES scale. The answers to these questions and to the development and testing of efficient therapeutic protocols, however, is a very difficult task involving an extremely large number of careful manipulations. Because the effects observed are not always large, the number of participants involved would have to be. A possible insight into what is occurring comes from what changes and what does not change. The effect of our experiment was on the emotional properties and intrusiveness of the memories, not on their narrative coherence. Even participants with higher levels of PTSD symptoms did not report less coherent memories of their very negative event, consistent with what we have noted in other studies of traumatic memories and of populations that differ in PTSD symptoms (Berntsen et al. 2003; Rubin et al. 2008a Rubin et al. , b, 2003 .
The results of applying the wide set of properties measured by the AMQ to very negative autobiographical memories were informative. What was most interesting is the way in which multiple measures intended to measure different aspects of the same system changed or did not change together over sessions. Thus, we had consistent changes over session in measures of emotion and a consistent lack of changes in measures of language and narrative. Combined these results show the merit of viewing autobiographical memories of being produced from a welldocumented set of systems, each with their own properties as opposed to being unitary memories (Rubin 2006) .
Our results also have methodological implications for the study of expressive writing. Sometimes expressive writing shows effects and sometimes not. However, our study raises a serious question about these tests. Our results argue that previous results have to be examined for exactly what the control group did. To the extent that the control group reinstated a very negative event and thought about it, the ability of expressive writing to elicit additional processing of the negative event may be reduced. Perhaps the most important methodological implication of our results is the suggestion that measuring properties of memories like those used here, along with other properties specific to the theory being tested, should be added to studies of exposure therapy and similar treatments. The minimal manipulation task would provide a great deal of information about what properties of the memory changed and would probably produce desired changes on its own.
The AMQ was designed to measure phenomenological aspects of any autobiographical memory. However, the data from the current set of studies suggest that completing the AMQ for a memory of a past experience promotes an active reliving of the event. This active reliving of a past stressful event in a safe environment is similar to what occurs during imaginal exposure. Although the AMQ was not designed as a therapeutic tool, our data suggest that simply completing the AMQ for a stressful memory leads to significant reductions in the levels of distress associated with the event.
